Value Proposition

Shared resources
- Facilities
- Research staff
- Research equipment

Industry/university collaboration
- Industry directed and university executed
- Access to world class universities

Unique intellectual property policy
- Member owned Directed Research
- Member shared Generic Research

Workforce training and development
- Graduates with industry relevant experience
- Students work on industrial scale equipment

Applied research focus
- Understanding of fundamentals
- Solution of industry problems
- Transfer of technology
- Bridging the gap

For further information about the VLRC, contact:
Virginia Logistics Research Center - A Commonwealth Center for Applied Logistics Systems, at 804-861-1666 or visit its web site at www.craterpdc.org/vlrc
The VLRC mission is to create transformational improvements in the quality and cost of logistics systems to solve practical problems for industry and government. The VLRC provides a bridge over the well known gap between fundamental research and commercialization by creating a pipeline of new technologies, and the corresponding educated workforce flowing from universities through the VLRC and into commercial practice for the betterment of society.

The VLRC will be a global center of excellence in logistics research and applications. It will be the cornerstone of a Logistics Innovation Zone that will make the Central Virginia Area the preferred location for companies providing logistics solutions. The confluence of defense logistics operations, university assets, commercial logistics solution providers, and the VLRC will make the Central Virginia Area the nexus of logistics activities.